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Executive Summary

Disaster relief has been a channel for trust-building and reassurance between Southeast Asia and China since the 1990s. The signing of the ASEAN-China Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation in Disaster Management in 2014 seemingly heralded greater engagement between the two sides in this area. However, this research finds that China is yet to become a key player in disaster management in Southeast Asia, despite strengthened interactions and increased funding support. The challenges of the China-Southeast Asia disaster cooperation include the low priority of aid work in China's diplomacy, new trends in disaster relief in Southeast Asia which include the changes induced by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the sensitive nature of military cooperation. To move forward, it is important that offers of assistance match the need of the affected communities. For this to happen, there must be increased communication at multiple levels between China and Southeast Asia.
Introduction

Globally, one of the regions that is most prone to natural hazards is Southeast Asia. In 2018 alone, the region recorded 1,568 natural hazards. The region’s vulnerability to disasters has made disaster management, which comprises mitigation and adaptation, preparedness, response, recovery, and rehabilitation a key area of cooperation between Southeast Asia and extra-regional partners.

Under President Xi Jinping’s leadership, China views security cooperation as one component of its four-prong strategy for its diplomacy towards neighbouring countries. Given its humanitarian nature and low sensitivity, disaster management is a low-hanging fruit for security cooperation between China and its neighbours, including Southeast Asia. Moreover, growing competition and rivalry with the United States has made China value the region even more.

However, disaster cooperation has not been a priority of China’s diplomacy. Despite the interactions on humanitarian assistance and disaster relief since the late 1990s, China is yet to be a key player in disaster management in Southeast Asia. This raises questions such as what are the challenges to deepen Southeast Asia-China cooperation in disaster management and how can Southeast Asia tap into China’s growing interest in disaster cooperation.

This policy report provides a brief review of Southeast Asia-China cooperation in disaster management, identifies the challenges and opportunities for further cooperation, and proposes recommendations for moving forward. The report argues that China’s offers of assistance must match the needs of Southeast Asia, and for this to happen there needs to be increasing interactions at multiple levels. Moreover, the uncertainties induced by the COVID-19 outbreak make it necessary to consider the changes and opportunities generated by the pandemic in future cooperation.

---
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An Overview of China-Southeast Asia Interactions on Disaster Management

Disaster management has provided a channel for trust-building and reassurance for China in its interactions with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and its member states. The early engagement in the 1990s took the form of meetings and workshops on emergency and disaster management in the context of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). Later, the interactions in ARF evolved to include regular exercises on disaster relief, such as desktop exercises and joint exercises in the 2000s. In May 2015, for instance, China and Malaysia jointly chaired the ARF disaster relief exercise in Kedah, Malaysia.

Since ASEAN developed its own regional disaster management system after the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, the China-ASEAN disaster cooperation went beyond the ARF context. The Indian Ocean tsunami was a trigger point for China to increase its support for the region to deal with disasters. In addition to providing emergency assistance, China hosted workshops and training sessions, such as the Workshop Earthquake-Generated Tsunami Warning in January 2005 in Beijing and the China-ASEAN seminar on disaster prevention and reduction in 2006. ASEAN and China signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) specifically dedicated to cooperation in disaster management in 2014, in which China pledged RMB 50 million (around US$8 million) of grant assistance over three years to support the disaster response capacity building of ASEAN.

---


Bilaterally, China has engaged ASEAN members primarily in the forms of technical support and relief assistance. One example of technical support is China’s agreement with Indonesia in 2019 to collaborate in installing early warning equipment in Indonesia’s earthquake-prone areas, such as Sunda Strait, West Java, Banten, and some parts of Sumatra.9

The Indian Ocean tsunami saw the Chinese government deploying its largest humanitarian assistance and disaster relief effort until then.10 In recent years, it is worth noting that Chinese non-governmental relief organisations have become involved in responding to disasters in Southeast Asia.

Chinese non-profit rescue teams featured in China’s response to the dam collapse in southern Laos in July 2018, which provided search and rescue and initial medical treatment.11 The double disasters in central Sulawesi in September 2018 saw the contribution of China’s enterprises. Jingdong Indonesia, for instance, provided logistical support for Chinese rescuers participating in the relief efforts.12 These examples represent the growing participation of Chinese non-state actors in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief in Southeast Asia.

---


Challenges and Opportunities

Disaster management in Southeast Asia has been supported by many extra-regional countries. Japan, for instance, has been the largest donor to the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management (AHA Centre) since 2011, providing over US$40 million as of 2018.\(^\text{13}\) The US military has also been a leading actor in responding to disasters in Asia-Pacific, including in Southeast Asia.\(^\text{14}\)

In recent years, China has shown increasing interest in playing a more substantive role in this area. However, several issues have limited the progress in deepening cooperation. First, the low priority of aid work in China’s diplomacy has culminated in institutional and operational limitations. The Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s office in the diplomatic mission to a country/ international institution has been managing aid in the field, which usually prioritises economic and trade relations.\(^\text{15}\)

The low priority of aid work has also led to China’s insufficient engagement in the policymaking process related to disaster management in ASEAN, and therefore a limited understanding of the region’s needs and preference for disaster cooperation.\(^\text{16}\) The grant pledged in the ASEAN-China MoU in 2014 was not disbursed when it expired in 2017. Discontinuation of discussion on the grant was cited as one reason for the unsuccessful disbursement.\(^\text{17}\)

Moreover, China has yet to establish a network based in the region for aid distribution, which can expedite response during disasters. China’s disaster relief supplies are usually transported to the affected countries from China. The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the humanitarian supply chain have highlighted the importance of a localised network for donors.\(^\text{18}\)
The growing number of Chinese enterprises in Southeast Asia can fill the gaps left by the limited reach of Chinese official and non-governmental relief actors. Presence in local communities can enable the enterprises to provide immediate assistance and technical support. However, compared to other multinational companies, such as DHL, which is a partner of UN and ASEAN in disaster relief, Chinese enterprises still lack the experience and capacity to play a substantive role in disaster relief, despite growing awareness.

New dynamics in disaster management in ASEAN has created both challenges and opportunities for China’s involvement. For instance, the expansion of cash programming in emergency response raises a question on how China’s preference for in-kind donations can cope with the new trend in humanitarian action? While the expanding use of humanitarian cash transfer still faces issues and controversies, it is necessary for China to factor in this trend given its interest in strengthening its aid programme.

Localisation, which emphasises the primary role of national and local actors of the affected country in responding to disasters, has influenced the modes of disaster cooperation in Southeast Asia. This trend has been reinforced by the rise of nationalism in regional countries when it comes to accepting international humanitarian aid. As a result, partnerships with national and local actors become essential for foreign organisations to respond to disasters in the region.

This was evident in the wake of the earthquake and tsunami in Sulawesi in 2018. Some Chinese NGOs that responded to the double disasters were unable to contribute sufficiently due to local restrictions. There were reports that several Chinese volunteers were ordered to leave the disaster zone for not having prior approval from the Indonesian government.

---
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Nevertheless, localisation in disaster management can be an opportunity for China to innovate its modes of interaction with the region. Since the Chinese government and a majority of Chinese NGOs have limited experience and capacity to carry out aid projects in the field, partnership with local and national groups provide an alternative channel to contribute to relief efforts in Southeast Asian countries.

Militaries are usually among the first responders to disasters in Southeast Asia and military assistance in disaster contexts is an increasingly important component of disaster cooperation. Enthusiasm for military cooperation with China varies from case to case in the region. In 2018, China and ASEAN held the first ever joint military exercise which included search and rescue as a component. A Chinese medical team was deployed to the affected area in the wake of the dam collapse in Laos in 2018. Two Chinese military aircrafts transported relief supplies to Myanmar after cyclone Komen in 2015.

However, the involvement of the military in relief operations in a foreign country is a sensitive issue and is subject to geopolitical and national security considerations. Reservations over deeper military cooperation with China still exist among Southeast Asian militaries, despite improvement in security ties. In the wake of typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in 2013, China sent the “Peace Ark” hospital ship to support the medical response. However, this deployment was only made after China was criticised for its initial donation of US$200,000, and the maritime disputes was believed to be a main reason for the small amount of aid. Similarly, views on cooperation with China are mixed among the Indonesian military and the differences over the Natuna Sea contributes to the reluctance for cooperation.

---

The outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020 has induced challenges and changes to disaster relief, such as travel restrictions for international aid workers, longer and more complicated customs clearance for humanitarian supplies, and social distancing in evacuation centres. The concurrence of a pandemic and a natural hazard can compound humanitarian needs and complicate disaster response, as in the case of typhoon Vongfong that hit the Philippines in mid-May 2020. While China has been active in providing medical supplies to Southeast Asian countries during COVID-19, such efforts have been independent from disaster cooperation, due to the different natures of pandemics and natural hazards. However, given the risk of concurring disasters, there is a need for China and Southeast Asia to consider such complex emergencies in future cooperation.

---

Recommendations

Insufficient communication has been the main issue impeding deeper cooperation between Southeast Asia and China in disaster management. To enhance mutual understanding and trust, the two sides can increase interactions at different levels so as to match the offers of assistance with the needs of the affected communities.

(i) The Chinese diplomatic mission to ASEAN can strengthen engagement with the relevant ASEAN bodies through joint activities.

At the regional level, a focal person from China’s Mission to ASEAN can be designated to engage more closely with the ASEAN Committee on Disaster Management, which plays a central role in making disaster-related policies in ASEAN.

The AHA Centre and the Chinese Mission can consider having more joint events and training programmes for officials, experts, and practitioners from both sides to strengthen mutual understanding and trust. Such interactions will drive better communication between China and ASEAN on the challenges and concerns in the region and on China’s value-added goods and services to meet the region’s needs.

(ii) The disaster agencies in Southeast Asian countries and China can consider online meetings to maintain regular communication.

At the bilateral level, exchanges between the disaster management agencies should be arranged regularly to ensure Southeast Asian countries and China are informed about new developments (such as institutional, legislative, and regulatory adjustments) on either side. This is particularly important in light of the changes in disaster relief induced by COVID-19 containment measures. Moreover, given the increasing use of teleconferencing during the pandemic, this mode of communication can be maintained even in the post-COVID-19 era to reduce cost and ensure efficiency in communication.

(iii) China can improve its institutional arrangement to support its greater role in regional disaster cooperation and support the capacity-building of Chinese non-state actors for overseas operations. In China, the government can
consider (a) strengthening institutional and regulatory arrangements to consolidate and optimise official capacity to support its disaster diplomacy; (b) developing guidelines and procedures to strengthen project implementation, including post-project assessment and auditing; and (c) providing training for non-state actors (such as the potential enterprises and volunteer groups) to engage in overseas projects, operations, and activities related to disaster management in a constructive way.

(iv) Chinese enterprises can become a bridge for disaster cooperation between Southeast Asia and China at the local level, in view of localisation of disaster relief in the region.

In Southeast Asian countries, Chinese enterprises (that are based in the host country) with the potential and willingness to contribute to disaster relief can try to open channels for maintaining dialogue with local authorities. They can also form partnerships with local NGOs and civil society groups. Such practices are valuable for developing a better understanding of the situation on the ground, so as to provide more effective assistance. Moreover, these overseas Chinese enterprises can help bridge partnerships between the non-governmental relief groups of China and ASEAN members to facilitate timely cooperation during disasters.

(v) The scenario of double disasters of a natural hazard and a public health emergency can become a component of joint military exercises.

The COVID-19 pandemic has catalysed increased interactions between the Chinese military and some of their Southeast Asian counterparts on medical issues (such as Indonesia and Myanmar). Future joint military exercises between China and ASEAN and its members on disaster relief can consider including the scenario of double disasters of a natural hazard and a public health emergency.

The ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Meeting Plus is a possible venue for such exercises as the platform has seen meetings, workshops, and exercises related to humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, and military medicine. Given the importance of the military in COVID-19 response in many regional countries, it is worth considering to add a scenario of concurring pandemic and natural hazards to the cooperation.
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